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These are the days 'when gardeners gaze lovingly at pictures of plump red toma-
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toes, snapely orange carrots, and butter^colored ears of corn, and murmur to tnem-

selves, "That's what I'm going to grow this year." Of course the luscious vege-

tables that inspire this ambition are only the product of the printer's art, but

even a seed catalog has charms— ask any gardener who has spent long winter even-

ings poring over those fascinating pages.

But don't sit and dream too long over your catalog this year. Spring will be

here before you know it, and the earth will be ready for seeds and plants. So the

garden experts of the U. S. Department of Agriculture suggest you get busy now, and

translate your garden dreams into a good prictical plan for this year's victory

garden, '.'fe'll need all the gardens we can grow this summer, as war demands for

food pile up. This year's goal is 22 million Victory gardens — a ten percent in-

crease over the number of gardens last year, but actually the gardens will probably

produce about 25 percent more food than last year, thanks to the experience million?

of gardeners have gained in the past couple of years, and also to the fact : that many

of them arc going in for larger gardens this year.

If you've had gardening experience, you know the importance of a good garden

plan. Th© first step is picking out your location — a place that will get at

least five full hours of sunlight every sunny day. And be sure the garden will have

good drainage— gently sloped, but not steep. As for the soil— dark, sandy loam

is best, but everyone isn't fortunate enough to have the ideal garden soil, and by

fertilizing you can do much to improve even a heavy clay soil.





The size of your garden will depend, of course, on the available ground. ..the

size of your family... and the amount of time rou have to put in on gardening.

It's a waste of valuable materials and time to plant a huge garden and then have

it go to weeds "because you aren't able to take care of it.

Well, when you have your garden plot all picked out as to location and size,

the next step is to figure out, on paper, what you're going to plant. And that's

where the seed catalog is going to tempt you. You'll see all sorts of rare and

enticing things to grow. But unless you're an old hand at gardening, you'll do

"better to stick to the tried and true kinds, especially this year, when it's so

important to make the most of every seed and every bit of good earth and fertilizer

Of course your selection of crops will depend on what your family likes to eat,

"but stick to some of the garden dependables: tomatoes, snap beans, lima beans,

chard, beets, mustard, turnips, cabbage, onions from sets, radishes, and spinach.

If you have lots of room, you may want to add squash, parsnips, sweet corn, pota-

toes, and peas. And don't overlook small fruits— berries, for example— when

you..' re planning for good eating from your own garden.

Select varieties of each crop that will do well in your locality. If you

aren't sure which these are, ask your county agricultural agent, the local Victory

garden committee, or an experienced gardener.

When you've selected your garden crops, the next step is to lay out the garden

on paper, shoeing where each crop will go. The "Victory Garden" bulletin from the

United States Department of Agriculture will help you with this. The bulletin

shows three basic plans for gardens of different sizes, and you can adapt any of

these plans to your needs. 3ach plan suggest a growing schedule, and -shows how to

plant so you 1 11 have a continuous crop of fresh vegetables. ••The Victory Garden

bulletin is free, you know— just write to the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington 25, D. C.
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You're probably wondering about gardening materials, and whether it will be

hard to get them. Well, insecticides are about the same as last year— ample

amounts of cryolite and nicotine, and possibly a slight increase in rotenone. But

don't wait until the bugs get busy in your garden— buy insecticides early, so

you'll be sure to have them.

Fertilizer is going to more plentiful this year, and it will have more nitro-

gen in it , than in 1943. You probably won't have trouble getting fertilizer at

any time during the season.

Prospects for seed are good, provided you don't wait until the last minute.

Seed stores are going to be short-handed during the rush season, so if you don't

want to be disappointed or delayed, buy your garden seed soon.

And while you're making preparations for the gardening season, get out the

tools and look them over, just in case they need repairs. If this year's garden

is your first one, don't invest in a lot of elaborate equipment. (By the way, the

Victory Garden bulletin tells you what you need in the way of tools: a spade or

spading fork .. Hoe... and rake.) Last year hoes and rakes were hard to get, some

places, but you shouldn't have any trouble getting them this year. Busters and

sprayers may be harder to get however, So if you need one, buy it early.
I

The old adage, "Well begun is half done" applies to Victory gardens just as

it does to most undertakings. A well-thought-out garden plan will reward you in

time and work saved later in the season. . . and it will repay you even more in the

continuous yield of extra-good, vitamin-filled vegetables and fruits. Many a

gardener le,st summer said, "I never would have believed vegetables could taste so

much better just because I raised them myself." And aside from the added joy and

personal satisfaction in growing a garden— aside from better nutrition from garden-

fresh food, and the saving of money and ration points, and marketing time— every

Victory gardener knows he's helping win the war, by growing his own food so that

mctee commercially grown foods can go to feed our fighters and workers on the home

front who can't grow a Victory garden.
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